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PST Sport is the No. 1 choice for any club or school 
considering building a new pitch or resurfacing an 
older pitch. To date, we have built over 500 artificial 
grass pitches for clubs, schools, universities and 
local authorities, for all sporting codes, across 
Ireland and the UK. 

By providing a complete ‘Design and Build’ service 
supported with a Professional Indemnity insurance 
policy we are protecting our clients’ investment, 
now and into the future. PST Sport’s experienced 
team also provide comprehensive aftercare and 
maintenance services for synthetic sports surfaces.

We have an experienced in-house design-led 
team with a strong focus on pre-construction. Our 
clients are guaranteed a comprehensive and fully 
managed turnkey service. Design, Commercial, 
Risk and Schedule Management are fully leveraged 
by PST Sport ensuring excellence in every project 
delivery.

MULLINGAR RUGBY CLUB, CO. WESTMEATH

World Rugby Approved

PST Sport is a Design & Build specialist contractor. We are 
an international company with a highly experienced senior 
management team focusing exclusively on the design and 
construction of state-of-the-art artificial grass sports surfaces. 
This includes subbase, playing surfaces and supporting 
infrastructure (fencing, lighting & access) for Football, GAA, 
Rugby, Hockey and Tennis.

With our Head Quarters in County Kerry, Ireland, PST Sport 
was formed with the view to building world-class artificial grass 
pitches, providing the highest levels of customer service, while 
staying true to our values; integrity, transparency and quality.

PST Sport’s artificial turf systems are the most advanced in the 
market, anywhere in the world. In terms of carpet, our artificial 
grass is the very latest in synthetic turf technology; incredibly 
robust, durable, resilient, safe and player friendly for the 
ultimate sports performance. We offer a complete construction 
solution for any pitch development project, both green field 
sites and re-turfing existing pitches, covering design, pitch 
construction and project management. Our comprehensive 
range of services includes:

 1. DESIGN & PLANNING

 2.  SUBBASE CONSTRUCTION

 3.  FENCING & NETTING

 4.  SPORTS FLOODLIGHTS

 5.  SHOCK PAD & ARTIFICIAL GRASS

 6.  TESTING THROUGHOUT CONSTRUCTION

 7.  PITCH MAINTENANCE

WHO WE ARE



PST Sport’s artificial grass pitches provide a 
more consistent playing experience, with no 
variation in hardness or firmness. This can help 
to improve player performance by providing a 
more stable playing surface, making the game 
more enjoyable for players as they are able to 
focus on their performance rather than the state 
of the playing surface.
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BRADFORD PARK AVENUE FC, ENGLAND

8,000 sq/m FIFA Quality Pro/World Rugby/Rugby League Approved

More and more clubs and schools are seeing the huge benefits of investing in an artificial grass pitch. PST 
Sport’s artificial grass sports surfaces (both full-size pitches and training areas) provide a consistent playing 
surface for athletes and are designed to withstand heavy usage and stand up to the challenges of all sporting 
codes. This means our pitches provide a longer-lasting playing surface for athletes, and can be used in all 
weather conditions, year-round, which will in turn reduce downtime for repairs and maintenance.

OUR
APPROACH

HOW WE CAN HELP

PST Sport is a solution based design and build 
contractor. With in-house expertise across each 
facet of pitch construction including groundworks 
and drainage, fencing, sports netting and floodlight 
systems, we offer a tailored solution unlike any 
other available in the market

We work alongside our clients’ design teams as well 
as offering the ‘PST Design & Build Service’ to 
deliver a world-class playing surface.

Our approach to every project begins with listening 
to our client and understanding each stakeholder’s 
needs. We can be involved at the earliest stages of 
your project. We will meet you on-site and carry out 
a technical site survey to assist with the design and 
build process.

Our design services include planning advice, site 
surveys, detailed specifications, health and safety 

plans, construction drawings and much more. Our  
design team puts quality and safety first, meeting all 
necessary regulations and abiding by the standards 
set down in our company’s ISO 9001 and ISO 45001 
policies. This is complemented by a world-class 
approach to building an artificial grass pitch.

PST Sport test our new build pitches throughout 
construction. Each ‘measurable’ element of the 
build process is tested by an independent test 
house and forms an integral part of our Quality 
Management System.

PST Sport’s dedicated team will oversee your 
project focusing on quality, health and safety which 
are at the heart of everything we do, keeping you 
updated every step of the way.

FREEBOOTERS AFC, KILKENNY 

7,700 sq/m FIFA Quality Approved

ST BRENDAN’S PARK FC, TRALEE, CO. KERRY

6,600 sq/m FIFA Quality Approved
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LE CHÉILE SECONDARY SCHOOL
TYRRELSTOWN, CO. DUBLIN

13,500 sq/m GAA, FIFA  & World Rugby Approved

With a progressive attitude towards innovation, 
research and development is at the cornerstone 
of PST Sport’s success to date. We are pioneers 
in terms of pitch base construction with 
ongoing research and development in-house 
perfecting the pitch base. We have spent three 
years working on our PST Base™ subbase 
design Research & Development project. An 
undertaking supported with grant aid from 
Enterprise Ireland, we have proven that dynamic 
bases, when constructed correctly, will last the 
test of time.

PST Sport design and build pitches from the base 
up. We know and understand that the works 
below ground are a critical component of a well-
designed artificial grass pitch, helping to ensure 
that the field provides a safe and durable surface 
for players. This ensures maximum longevity and 
stability of the pitch.

Our PST Base™ project continues to evolve and 
will form a key part of our company’s next R&D 

project where our focus will be on building a 
greener and more sustainable business. Our 
core objective will be to build carbon neutral 
artificial grass pitches. Using less quarry stone, 
while achieving required compaction rates is 
central to this project.

Into the future our pitches will allow for 
rainwater harvesting, wind turbines, electric car 
charging points, vegetable allotments and other 
green solutions.

Typical PST Sport pitch base shown above

Fingal County Council approved PST Sport as the 
design and build company for the development of 
a full-size 13,500 sq/m artificial grass pitch at Le 
Chéile Secondary School in Tyrrelstown, Co. Dublin 
(pictured below). For this particular project we took 
on a design and build role and worked seamlessly 
with principal contractors, Glasgiven Contracts Ltd., 
who were the main contractors for Tyrrelstown 
Educational Campus.

The project below ground is
just as important as what
goes on top. Get this stage
right and        the lifespan of
your pitch.

PST Sport took a lead in the design 
development of the pitch and proactively 
engaged with all stakeholders and brought 
to the table cost effective and workable 
solutions without compromising on safety, 
quality or programme.

PST Sport completed this project safely 
on time, within budget and to the highest 
standards. The standard of finish achieved 
by PST Sport on the pitch is exemplary 
and is a credit to the management and 
operatives who we found to be courteous, 
knowledgeable and driven.

PADDY CASSIDY, 
CONTRACTS MANAGER, 
GLASGIVEN CONTRACTS LTD.

INNOVATION & RESEARCH
‘KEY’ TO OUR SUCCESS
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SHEFFIELD WEDNESDAY FC, ENGLAND

7,800 sq/m FIFA Quality Pro Approved

PST Sport, along with our partner 
CCGrass, have developed a game 
changing artificial grass sports surface 
called Superb - the product of choice for 
clubs such as Munster Rugby, St Vincent’s 
GAA, Barnet FC, Hemel Hempstead Town 
FC, and many more.

Superb has unrivalled characteristics, 
including an industry high dtex of 17,000,  
diamond shaped blade 400 micron wide, 
PU backing, a C8 polymer compound 
and successful Lisport wear testing up to 
500,000 cycles. These unique qualities, 
when combined, allow CCGrass and PST 
Sport to offer an extended warranty of 
12 years - 4 years more than the industry 
norm of 8 years.

Whilst soft to touch and feel, the 
Superb blade is still highly resilient 
and therefore will stand up longer, 
improving player performance and 
make maintenance easier.

Available in various pile heights, with 
a secondary thatched or fibrillated 
yarn when required, Superb has 
revolutionised the artificial grass industry 
for clients with FIFA, World Rugby and 
GAA synthetic pitch requirements.

From subbase construction to the 
artificial grass surface, PST Sport leads 
the way amongst CCGrass clients in over 
110 countries.

MUNSTER RUGBY, MUSGRAVE PARK, CORK

10,500 sq/m World Rugby Approved

ARTIFICIAL GRASS
PARTNER

PST Sport & CCGrass: Working Together &
Winning Together for Over 10 Years
PST Sport’s artificial grass partner is CCGrass, the world’s leading 
manufacturer of synthetic turf, with the largest artificial turf manufacturing 
facility in the world. CCGrass are at the forefront of product development, 
driving quality and performance for international governing bodies and are 
one of only four global producers with “Preferred Producer” status for FIFA, 
World Rugby and FIH.

Football Foundation Framework
With our dedication to sports construction, PST Sport and CCGrass have been 
delivering outstanding sports facilities to our clients for over a decade. In 
addition, PST Sport working in partnership with CCGrass, have been selected 
as one of just six exclusive artificial grass pitch providers to the Football 
Foundation’s Artificial Grass Pitch Framework.

Your Pitch, Our Passion

THE MOST ADVANCED
SYNTHETIC TURF
SYSTEMS



CHELSEA FC COBHAM TRAINING 
GROUND, LONDON

9,600 sq/m FIFA Quality PRO Approved

CHELSEA FC TRAINING GROUND, COBHAM
FIFA is pleased to confirm that

VT 40(STEMGRASS EX2 40)
by

COCREATION GRASS CORPORATION, LTD.
has been installed at

CHELSEA FC TRAINING GROUND, COBHAM - COBHAM (GREAT BRITAIN)

From 14 JUNE 2016 to 13 JUNE 2017 this installation has been certified according

to the “FIFA QUALITY PROGRAMME FOR FOOTBALL TURF – FIFA QUALITY PRO”.

Field No. DA6302.1

Zurich, 15 JUNE 2016
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WHY CHOOSE PST SPORT?

SUBBASE CONSTRUCTION
Works below ground are a critical element 
in constructing an artificial grass pitch 
to guarantee its longevity. Issues with 
levels and drainage capacity in an aging 
pitch subbase is common place in the 
artificial grass pitch industry. PST Sport 
have developed a pioneering subbase 
design ensuring pitch stability for the 
long term and removing all uncertainty 
preconstruction.

Many pitch bases are built without taking 
existing ground conditions into account. 
PST Sport are using innovative ground 
testing methods, combining science and 
mathematics to design our pitch subbase, 
the outcome of which ensures the long-
term stability of a PST Sport pitch.

TESTING THROUGHOUT
CONSTRUCTION
While testing is a requirement for certain 
projects where accreditation from a sports 
governing body is required - FIFA/WR/FIH, 
PST Sport voluntarily test our new build 
pitches throughout construction. Each 
‘measurable’ element of the construction 
process is tested by an independent test 
house (usually Sports Labs) and forms 
an integral part of PST Sport’s Quality 
Management System. These test reports 
are included in the handover package to 
each client group.

ARTIFICIAL GRASS PARTNER
PST Sport’s artificial grass partner is 
CCGrass, the world’s leading manufacturer 
of synthetic turf and one of only four 
companies with Preferred Producer status 
for FIFA, World Rugby and FIH. Working 
in partnership with CCGrass, we have 
been selected as one of just six exclusive 
artificial grass pitch providers to the 
Football Foundation’s Artificial Grass 
Pitch Framework.

QUALITY, HEALTH & SAFETY
Quality is one of PST Sport’s core values 
and an integral part of our organisation. 
PST Sport’s Quality, Health & Safety 
Management System is built on the 
premise of ‘do it once, do it right’. All parts 
of a PST Sport pitch are monitored in an 
appropriate way abiding by the standards 
set down in our company’s ISO 9001 and 
ISO 45001 policies.

DESIGN & BUILD SPECIALIST
CONTRACTOR
PST Sport provide a complete construction 
solution for any pitch development project. 
We manage the whole project from concept 
to construction, supported with a professional 
indemnity insurance policy protecting our 
clients’ investment, now and into the future. 
We look at our clients’ needs and tailor a pitch 
design around this, ensuring maximum value 
for money and return on investment.

HIGHLY SKILLED TEAM
With in-house expertise across each facet of 
pitch construction, our highly skilled team have 
the experience and technical ability to deliver a 
world-class artificial grass pitch.

WARRANTIES
PST Sport provide the most comprehensive 
warranties in the artificial grass pitch 
industry both in terms of manufacturer 
and PST Sport’s workmanship warranty.

COMPLETE TURNKEY 
SOLUTION
PST Sport is a one-stop shop for any 
club, school or sporting organisation 
considering building a new artificial 
grass pitch or resurfacing an existing 
one. We provide a comprehensive range 
of services, including planning advice, 
design, state-of-the-art pitch construction, 
project management, testing throughout 
construction, and pitch maintenance.
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BECKETT PARK, CHERRYWOOD,CO. DUBLIN

PST Sport was selected to design and build a 7,000 sq/m FIFA 
Quality pitch, 6 ITF Approved artificial grass tennis courts, 
bowling greens and a 600 sq/m multi-use games area at 
Beckett Park, a 13-acre recreational park and part of the 
Cherrywood development. Cherrywood is Dublin’s most 
significant building project in recent years. Along with FIFA 
Quality certification, the 3G pitch was successfully tested to 
World Rugby and GAA standards.

Your Pitch, Our Passion

ACCREDITATIONS,
PARTNERSHIPS &
MEMBERSHIPS
QUALITY, HEALTH & SAFETY

PST Sport has robust Quality and Health & Safety 
Management Systems built on the premise of ‘do it once, do it 
right’ and is operated across all PST projects and offices. PST 
takes pride in our approach to Quality Management and our 
documented processes help us to ensure that all projects are 
delivered to the highest specification, both on time and within 
budget. PST has been awarded the following certifications 
demonstrating our compliance to the the highest Quality and 
Health & Safety Standards.

• ISO 9001 for Quality Standards 
• ISO 45001 for Health & Safety Standards

SAPCA

PST Sport is a member of SAPCA, the UK trade association for 
the Sports and Play Construction Industry.

BITA

PST Sport is a member of BITA, The British and Irish  
Trading Alliance.

CONSTRUCTIONLINE

PST Sport is a Gold Member of Constructionline, the UK’s 
largest procurement and supply chain management service 
for the construction industry.

IRDG INNOVATION NETWORK

PST Sport is a member of the Industry Research and 
Development Group.

PARTNERSHIP WITH SOUTHERN FOOTBALL 
LEAGUE & MUNSTER SENIOR LEAGUE

PST Sport has a great history of supporting grassroots sport 
and very few things can bond communities in the same way 
that sport does. We are proud to partner with the Southern 
Football League in the UK and Munster Senior League in 
Ireland. This demonstrates our commitment to Football and 
specifically, grassroots football.



I met Colin Teahon, owner of PST Sport in 2019 and 
we discussed a large ATP project at The Hive London 
which is an Internationally renowned Football  
Training Centre and Stadium. After a lengthy tender 
process, PST emerged as the successful contractor.

The project included the regrading and fitting 
of a new carpet on an existing 3G pitch and the 
construction of another full-size pitch plus nine 
5-a-side pitches. All pitches were to FIFA Quality 
Pro Certified Standard and the contract included 
planning assistance, design, and all ancillary works. 
The total contract was almost £2m and the works 
are almost complete and to an exceptionally high 
standard.

I was very impressed with the product and the 
service provided by Colin and PST so am now 
contracting them to build a similar facility on the 
same site but with more pitches overall. 

Overall, my experience has been very positive.

TONY KLEANTHOUS, 
CHAIRMAN, BARNET FC

LARKVIEW BOYS FC, DUBLIN

7,800 sq/m FIFA Quality Approved

PST Sport installed a full-size FIFA
Quality Approved artificial pitch at
Whelan Park for one of Dublin’s oldest
football clubs. The surface provides
an excellent balance of performance
and longevity, allowing the club to use
the field extensively and maximise its
usage to the wider community.

PST Sport looked after everything from design to completion. Even when we spotted opportunities to
enhance the design during installation, PST Sport always had a practical, cost efficient solution with no
fuss, and there was no attempt to overcharge for extras. Over the life of the installation I have come to
implicitly trust PST Sport and have huge faith in their work. PST Sport were an excellent choice for us as a
partner to develop the club’s facilities. Their passion matched our own ambition to have the very best.

MARK CASLIN, DDSL SECRETARY, LARKVIEW BOYS FC

ST FRANCIS FC, DUBLIN

Full-Size FIFA Quality Approved

In 2019, PST Sport were selected as the main 
contractor to deliver a world-class synthetic 
turf pitch for Dublin grassroots football club, St 
Francis FC at their home grounds, John Hyland 
Park in Baldonnel. The project saw the existing 
grass field replaced with a world-class 3G pitch. 
In 2023, we completed the construction of a 59 
x 52m artificial grass training surface for the 
club. Full works.

FLINT TOWN UNITED FC, FLINT, WALES

7,800 sq/m FIFA Quality Pro Approved

PST Sport replaced the existing grass field at
Essity Stadium with a state-of-the-art artificial
grass pitch. Works included installing a new
drainage system, stone subbase and dynamic
stone layer. The chosen surface was our flagship 
Superb 45, a heavy weight premier football 
surface offering superior playing characteristics, 
installed onto a performance pad

PST Sport was appointed principal contractor at 
Barnet FC to construct a 7,525 sq/m FIFA Quality 
Pro synthetic turf pitch along with 9 no. 5-a-side 
artificial grass playing surfaces. Supporting 
infrastructure included ball stop netting and 
floodlights. Works also incorporated drainage 
attenuation, pathways (both tarmac & artificial 
finishes), retaining wall, construction of bases for a 
new stand, groundsman sheds and power supply.

The site was in an EA flood reservoir with a brook 
running along one end which brought significant 
challenges. We designed the pitch factoring in the 
risk of flooding and ensuring the storage capacity 
of the project remained neutral post construction.

The chosen surface was SUPERB 45. This is 
a dense carpet with 400 micron thick fibres 
to control infill and give an enhanced player 
experience. From an aesthetic viewpoint, green 
PRO-gran performance infill was used. Sports 
Labs were engaged to test all stages of the 
subbase construction in terms of structural 
integrity, e-layer test, 3m straight edge and final 
FIFA Quality Pro field test.
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BARNET FC,
THE HIVE
INTERNATIONAL
TRAINING CENTRE,
LONDON
FULL-SIZE 3G PITCH + 9
NO. 5-A-SIDE PITCHES

WORLD-CLASS
ARTIFICIAL GRASS PITCHES
FOR FOOTBALL
PST Sport is an internationally recognised leader 
in artificial grass sports pitches for football. We 
offer a complete turnkey solution for any size 
football surface, from full-size pitches to training 
areas. To date, we have worked with some of the 
biggest names in sport and provide a custom pitch 
design solution based on our clients’ requirements, 
ensuring maximum value for money and return 
on investment. Our extensive portfolio includes 

over 50 FIFA certified artificial grass fields as well as 
training surfaces.

In January 2023, PST Sport, working in partnership 
with our colleagues CCGrass, the world’s leading 
manufacturer of synthetic turf, were selected 
as one of just six exclusive artificial grass pitch 
providers to the Football Foundation’s Artificial 
Grass Pitch Framework in England.



VILLA FC, WATERFORD

7,100 sq/m FIFA Quality Approved

Full-size FIFA Quality field at Villa FC’s 
homegrounds, Connors Park in Waterford. This was 
quite a unique project; the pitch footprint was a 
reclaimed landfill site. Given the complexity of the 
site, PST Sport spent 2 years working with the club 
to deliver this world-class facility. Prior to works 
commencing we carried out  compaction tests to 
establish ground strength. Given the nature of the 
site, there were considerable variances throughout. 

A ground penetrative radon survey was carried out 
to establish all of the soft areas throughout the 
proposed pitch footprint. These were excavated 
and filled 12 months prior to the subbase being 
built. Further compaction tests were carried out 
on levelling each layer of stone. Villa FC opted for 
our flagship artificial grass, Superb 50, sat atop a 
preformed shock pad giving the highest possible 
performance for an artificial turf pitch.

PST Sport took on a design and build role for the 
new artificial turf pitch at Morpeth Town FC’s home 
grounds, Craik Park. The project included full 
groundworks and the installation of a new drainage 
system, stone base and dynamic stone layer as well 
as 1.2m high spectator fencing.

Prior to works commencing we carried out a 
complete soil and base survey to assess the ground 
underneath. This allowed us to design a stabilised 

subbase to accommodate the new surface. Our 
design included a clean crushed stone base (30-
40mm) 150mm thick base to maintain rain volume 
capacity in wet winter months. PST have experience 
in designing open stone bases for capacity and 
retention of rainwater.

The chosen surface: Superb 45 infilled with sand 
and Murfitts PRO-gran green SBR.

MORPETH TOWN FC, ENGLAND

7,800 sq/m Artificial Grass Pitch

The exclusive Club Des Sports in West London has been one of PST Sport’s 
most diverse projects to date. A design and build project spanning over 4 
years, PST Sport has worked closely with our client at Club Des Sports to 
develop a state-of-the-art multi-sport facility to service schools sporting 
requirements during the day and clubs during evenings and weekends. We 
have designed and built over 20,000 sq/m of synthetic grass surfaces, catering 
for Rugby, Football, Tennis and Cricket. We have also constructed a 2-storey 
pavilion to host the various clubs safely.

CLUB DES SPORTS, E ACTON, LONDON

9,000 sq/m FIFA Quality/World Rugby Approved
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Having been out to tender for a 9,000 sq/m synthetic grass pitch, I 
contracted the job to PST Sport for a number of reasons: technical 
knowledge, hands-on approach, can-do attitude and evident quality 
of product. The job has been delivered on time and on budget, without 
any issues whatsoever. The acid test of any contractor’s performance  
is would I use them again? In this case, I will and I am.

DAN WHITE,  
MANAGING DIRECTOR & OWNER, 
CLUB DES SPORTS
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ST IVES TOWN FC, ENGLAND

8,000 sq/m FIFA Quality Pro Approved

PST Sport provided a complete design and 
build service for St Ives Town FC which 
saw the complete overhaul of the existing 
stadium pitch at Westwood Road with a 
brand new FIFA Quality Pro 8,000 sq/m 
artificial pitch. Using test results gained 
from an extensive site survey, a dynamic 
pitch subbase was designed using PST 
Base™ methodologies.

The surface is our Superb 50 artificial grass 
carpet on a high density performance 
shock pad, sat atop a complete drainage 
system and stone base. New perimeter 
fencing was installed and the lighting was 
upgraded to LED floodlights.

HEMEL HEMPSTEAD TOWN FC,  
ENGLAND

7,900 sq/m FIFA Quality Pro Approved

PST Sport installed a full-size synthetic 
turf pitch at Hemel Hempstead Town 
FC’s Vauxhall Road stadium. A further 
1,700 sq/m of synthetic turf was used 
to re-turf the existing 6-a-side artificial 
surface making a total of 9,600 sq/m 
of turf supplied and laid. We designed 
the subbase and drainage system to 
accommodate the new surface to deliver 
the most technologically advanced 
artificial turf pitch.

Club Chairman, Dave Boggins chose our 
top of the range Superb 45, infilled with 
high grade silica sand and PRO-gran infill. 
The end result is a state-of-the-art artificial 
grass pitch at Hemel Hemstead Town 
FC where players of all ages can play at 
Vauxhall Road, rain or shine.

SHEFFIELD WEDNESDAY FC, 
ENGLAND

Full-Size FIFA Quality Pro Approved

The new floodlit pitch at Jubilee Sports 
& Social Club meets FIFA Quality Pro 
standards. We designed the subbase 
and drainage system to accommodate 
the new surfacing solution to deliver the 
most technologically advanced artificial 
turf pitch.

The chosen surface was Triplex 45, a 
premier monofilament artificial grass 
laid onto a preformed shock pad with 
high grade silica sand and a performance 
rubber infill. Triplex 45 uses 3 different 
shaped yarns, for better resilience, 
durability and softness. This enables the 
field to perform to FIFA standards and 
also creates a surface that can last in 
excess of 10 years.

BRADFORD PARK AVENUE FC,  
ENGLAND

8,000 sq/m FIFA Quality Pro Approved

PST Sport installed a full-size synthetic 
turf pitch at Horsfall Stadium. The chosen 
surface was Max BiPlex, a hybrid artificial 
grass designed by PST Sport’s Managing 
Director, Colin Teahon and manufactured 
by CGrass. Our Max BiPlex 60 system 
installed at Bradford Park Avenue FC is 
a unique surface designed to meet FIFA 
Quality Pro and World Rugby standards.

Max BiPlex is a hybrid two-fibre product, 
extruded to 12,000 and 5,500 dtex 
respectively. Max BiPlex combines the 
Max monofilament yarn, made with C8 
polymer, with a strengthened fibrillated 
yarn to create a unique surface. The result 
is the best possible pitch, combining 
football performance with safety and 
durability to meet the club’s demands.

I would like to place on record how professional the staff 
were from PST Sport from start to finish at our new facility. 
I would have no hesitation in recommending PST moving 
forward. We are extremely pleased with the new 3G pitch 
and also the after service that is provided by the team. To 
have a state-of-the-art facility like this connected to the 
club, a facility for all age groups to use on a day-to-day 
basis, will benefit the community and academy and play  
a key part in the development of the club’s  
programmes going forward.

MARCUS BRAMELD, HEAD OF COMMUNITY, 
SHEFFIELD WEDNESDAY FC

At the start of the process, we were very clear of what we 
wanted to achieve in terms of end product & how this project 
would really benefit the club & local community for many 
years to come. We wanted a real top quality, state-of-the-
art, market leading surface, including shock pad, together 
with all associated works of the same high standard. Fast 
forward to the end of the project and we have exactly the 
new market-leading, top-quality, professional facility we 
envisaged, delivered by PST. Like ourselves, they really value 
a long-standing relationship and working partnership.  
We very much look forward to working with PST for  
many years to come.

GARY CLARKE, CLUB CHIRMAN, ST IVES TOWN FC

I am very pleased with PST Sport, the appointed 
contractor to carry out the works on this prestigious 
project for the club. The installation went very well and 
the pitch is playing perfectly. It’s a marvellous job, I have 
had nothing but compliments from everybody that has 
played on the pitch. I look forward to working with PST 
Sport in the future on maintenance etc. Thank you  
for a beautiful job.

DAVE BOGGINS, OWNER & CHAIRMAN, 
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD TOWN FC

Bradford Park Avenue FC have invested in a brand new 
3G pitch as a stadium pitch and this was completed 
over the summer by PST Sport. We are delighted with the 
playing surface and the work done to deliver the pitch by 
PST Sport.

PST worked with the club from the very start ensuring the 
project was delivered to specification and project budget. 
We would not hesitate to recommend PST Sport to clubs 
wishing to invest in their facilities.

MARK LEADBEATER, CEO,  
BRADFORD PARK AVENUE FC
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HIGHVIEW ATHLETIC FC, KILKENNY

Full-Size FIFA Quality Approved

PST Sport replaced the existing grass pitch with a world-class 
artificial turf playing surface for Highview Athletic FC. We provided 
a complete turnkey solution. The club opted for our Superb 50 
artificial turf, a real heavy weight premier football surface, on 
a high-density performance shock pad, sat atop a complete 
drainage system and stone base. Ancillaries included fencing, 
netting, floodlights, the install of a soak pit and a gravel footpath.

MOYNE VILLA FC, CO. GALWAY

7,800 sq/m Artificial Grass Facility

7,000 sq/m artificial grass football pitch + 800 sq/m artificial 
grass training area. The project included full groundworks and 
drainage, kerbing, fencing, ball stop netting, carpet and shock 
pad installation, and two no. 12 person dugouts.

It was a pleasure working with PST Sport, the new pitch looks fantastic 
and thanks for your professionalism throughout. Send on  
any potential sclients to me and I will happily steer  
them your way.

TOM WALSH, MANAGING DIRECTOR

CARRIGALINE UNITED AFC, CO. CORK

8,000 sq/m FIFA Quality Approved

The installation of a 2nd full-size all-weather pitch at Ballea Park was 
a major ambition for our club given the ever-increasing demands for 
pitch space from a growing membership. It was imperative that we got 
the best possible product at the best possible price. After extensively 
reviewing their previous projects, we satisfied ourselves that PST Sport 
were best placed to meet our needs. The work was conducted in a very 
professional manner. The new pitch has a real wow factor and is a 
fantastic asset for our community.  
We are very happy to recommend PST Sport.

TIMOTHY MAWE, HONORARY TREASURER, 
CARRIGALINE UNITED AFC

ST BRENDAN’S PARK FC, TRALEE

Full-Size FIFA Quality Approved

PST Sport worked with Tralee football club, St Brendan’s Park 
FC to design and build a full-size floodlit artificial grass pitch at 
Christy Leahy Park. The chosen surface: shock pad and Superb 
50 artificial turf on a dynamic base. Access to world-class sports 
facilities like these is integral to the health of any community. 
This was a dream the club had for many years and will take 
club facilities to the highest level.

ARKLOW TOWN FC, CO. WICKLOW

Full-Size FIFA Quality Approved

PST Sport completed a 7,400 sq/m pitch returfing project for 
Wicklow grassroots football club, Arklow Town FC. Works 
included the removal and safe disposal of the old carpet.
Prior to works commencing a PST Base survey was carried out 
to assess the ground underneath. Once the old carpet was 
removed, any necessary base remedial works were carried out. 
The surface is our high performance 50mm Libra artificial turf.

CHERRY ORCHARD FC, DUBLIN

6,350 sq/m FIFA Quality Approved

We can testify to PST’s ability to provide a full turnkey solution 
from start to finish. Including all aspects of the project from above 
and below groundworks, fencing, netting, floodlights and a FIFA 
Certified all-weather playing surface. By partnering with PST we 
have been able to achieve our aim with the minimum of fuss. 
This is exemplified by PST’s willingness to work with us and to find 
solutions to any problems that arose during the process. On the 
basis of our experience, I would strongly recommend PST to any 
prospective client where their capacity to deliver will satisfy the 
highest expectations.

TOM KENNEDY, CHAIRMAN

CAPPAGH PARK, GALWAY CITY

7,530 sq/m FIFA Quality Approved

Following a public procurement competition, PST Sport, after a 
full evaluation and pre-qualification process were chosen as the 
successful bidder to construct a state-ofthe-art FIFA full-size synthetic 
soccer pitch for Galway City Council at Cappagh Park, Galway. PST 
Sport, in conjunction with our sports field consultants Sports Labs 
Ltd. UK, successfully delivered the project  on schedule and within 
budget. The facility has been constructed  to the highest standard. We 
have no hesitation to recommend  PST Sport for any similar projects 
and have no doubt we will,  I hope, work in a similar fashion on 
future projects.

STEPHEN WALSH, SENIOR EXECUTIVE PARKS 
SUPERINTENDENT, GALWAY CITY COUNCIL

BANDON AFC, CO. CORK

2,850 sq/m Artificial Grass Training Pitch

PST Sport constructed a 2,850 sq/m artificial grass training 
pitch for Cork club, Bandon AFC. The project included full 
groundworks with the installation of an enhanced drainage 
system and soakaway drains, the construction of a new stone 
base, followed by the install of shock pad and carpet (Libra 
50). Ancillary works included a tarmac footpath, perimeter 
kerbing, and rollaway goals.
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ARTIFICIAL GRASS
PITCHES FOR GAA
PST Sport understands the key role played by 
synthetic turf pitches in the development of GAA 
today. We specialise in the design, planning, 
installation and maintenance of high-grade artificial 
grass GAA pitches. In recent years the GAA has 
seen a significant increase in the demand for high 
quality sports facilities as training and preparation 
for GAA, at all levels, continues to grow and evolve. 
GAA clubs of all sizes are now incorporating 
artificial pitches into their current and future 
development plans to meet this demand.

Our high performing artificial turf systems have 
been developed with input from Ireland’s leading 

GAA athletes to achieve the highest specifications 
required by the GAA. Our artificial grass pitches 
offer an enhanced player experience allowing club 
members, from underage level to seniors, to train 
regardless of the weather or ground conditions.

Our GAA projects range from indoor and outdoor 
training areas to full-size GAA pitches for the likes 
of St Vincent’s GAA, Derry GAA’s Owenbeg Centre 
of Excellence and Le Chéile Secondary School in 
Tyrrelstown, County Dublin.

ST VINCENTS GAA, CO. DUBLIN

13,000 sq/m GAA Approved

SARSFIELD’S HURLING CLUB, CO. CORK

4,500 sq/m GAA Approved

In January 2019, PST Sport completed the 
installation of a world-class 13,000 sq/m 3G GAA 
pitch at St Vincent’s GAA in Dublin. The three 
times All Ireland title holders wanted to replace 
the existing grass playing surface adjacent to the 
club’s senior pitch. St Vincent’s requested a state-
of-the-art artificial grass pitch that would meet 

the high-performance requirements of the GAA, 
and PST Sport delivered. The project included full 
groundworks, carpet and shock pad to meet GAA 
specification. Our Superb 60 carpet installed here 
is the very latest in synthetic turf technology. Below 
ground works are equally as important – get this 
stage right and maximise the lifespan of your pitch.

PST Sport delivered a state-of-the-art artificial 
grass facility to Cork hurling club, Sarsfields 
GAA. The project saw the existing all-weather 
pitch resurfaced with 4,500 sq/m Superb high 
performance artificial grass carpet. Ancillary 
works included new fencing and kerbing as well 
as repairs to the existing netting.

A second part of the project was the installation 
of a hurling wall positioned at the end of the 
pitch and the construction of a 570 sq/m floodlit 
hurling skills area, fully carpeted and enclosed. 
Works included drainage and stone base, carpet 
installation, kerbing, fencing and netting.



LIXNAW GAA, CO. KERRY

2,700 sq/m GAA Approved

PST Sport was delighted to work with North 
Kerry hurling club, Lixnaw GAA on the design 
and construction of a 2,700 sq/m floodlit artificial 
grass training surface at their home grounds, 
Hermitage Park. 

Key elements included the installation of a 
ball wall, sports netting, fencing, lighting and a 
concrete footpath. In terms of surface, Lixnaw 
GAA opted for our Pride 60 artificial grass 
laid over preformed shock pad with sand and 
a performance layer of SBR. The result is an 
exceptional playing surface.

TURLOUGHMORE GAA, CO. GALWAY

2,100 sq/m GAA Approved

PST Sport completed an artificial grass 
training area for Galway club, Turloughmore 
GAA. The project included all works below 
ground, high performance Superb artificial 
turf and shock pad installation, ball wall, 
fencing, sports netting, perimeter kerbing  
and floodlights.
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DONAGHMORE ASHBOURNE GAA, CO. MEATH

5,400 sq/m GAA Approved

In February 2023, PST Sport completed the 
construction of a 90 x 60m artificial grass GAA 
pitch for Meath club, Donaghmore Ashbourne 
GAA. The club has grown significantly in recent 
years and this new facility will help the club cater 
for growing members across all age groups in a 
thriving local community.

Prior to works commencing, PST carried out 
a complete site survey to assess the ground 
underneath. This allowed us to work together 
with our client to custom design a subbase and 
drainage system to accommodate the proposed 
new surfacing solution to deliver the most 
technologically advanced artificial turf pitch.

Key elements of the project included all civils 
including the install of an enhanced drainage 
system, 2.4m fencing, 2.6m netting, foundations 
for future ball-wall, foundations for floodlights, 
and the installation of our 60mm Pride carpet over 
prefabricated shock pad.

A facility like this is such an invaluable asset for 
any club. As well as providing a consistent, safe 
and reliable playing surface, the world-class 3G 
pitch will replicate the bounce and performance 
of a well maintained natural grass pitch. Not only 
that, the much needed all year-round facility will 
allow teams of all ages to participate, play and 
train all year, regardless of weather.

BEAUFORT GAA, CO. KERRY

4,350 sq/m GAA Approved

We completed an 87m x 50m artificial grass GAA pitch for County Kerry club, Beaufort GAA. Key project 
elements included full groundworks + the install of an enhanced drainage system, perimeter kerbing, 2.4m 
high fencing and 2.6m high netting. The chosen surface was our Pride 60 carpet over preformed shock pad.
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KILLYGARRY GAA, CO. CAVAN

1,250 sq/m Indoor Artificial Grass Pitch

We completed a 50 x 25m indoor pitch for Cavan club, 
Killygarry GAA. More and more clubs are reaping the benefits 
of PST Sport’s highly durable synthetic turf indoor training 
pitches. These state-of- the-art facilities allow clubs to focus 
on training and development all year, regardless of the 
weather, on a consistent world-class surface. Our indoor 
pitches are designed for high performance and heavy use. 
We can help you transform underused indoor sports halls 
and old tennis courts into your club’s biggest training asset.

KILDALKEY GAA, CO. MEATH

900 sq/m GAA Approved

State-of-the-art 900 sq/m artificial turf GAA training pitch 
including all subbase works, hurling wall, lighting and 
fencing at Kildalkey GAA in Co. Meath. This fantastic facility 
has proven to be an invaluable asset to the club allowing 
games to be played, even when their playing pitches are 
closed. This in turn brings a huge benefit to all sections of 
the club, and in particular the juvenile teams.

SMITH O’BRIENS GAA, CO. CLARE

Indoor Artificial Grass Training Facility

State-of-the-art 600 sq/m (20 x 30m) indoor artificial grass 
training pitch. The chosen surface was our flagship Superb 
artificial grass laid over preformed pad. The surface is 
extremely durable, resilient, and soft to touch offering a 
better grip and a smoother playing surface. Ancillaries 
included the supply and install of netting as well as 
retractable juvenile GAA goal posts.

ST JUDES GAA, CO. DUBLIN

GAA Approved Artificial Grass Training Facility

In 2021, PST Sport completed a 330 sq/m artificial grass  
training area for Dublin GAA club, St Judes. Key elements 
included full groundworks with and the installation of an 
enhanced drainage system and construction of a stone 
base, perimeter kerbing, fencing, netting, floodlights and a 
concrete ramp.

LOUGHMORE CASTLEINEY GAA, CO. TIPPERARY

2,100 sq/m GAA Approved

FINGALLIANS GAA, SWORDS, CO. DUBLIN

2,300 sq/m GAA Approved

PST Sport completed a 90m x 45m 3G pitch 
including PST Base site survey, groundworks and 
drainage, perimeter kerbing, sports fencing, carpet 
and shock pad installation, netting and light ducting 
for Loughmore Castleiney GAA. The chosen surface: 
Superb EX260 over pad. Made from a combination 
of two yarns, the main fibre is the Superb yarn 

with its strong diamond shape, that balances 
durability and resilience with a player friendly soft 
feel. The longer Superb fibres are supported by a 
‘thatch’ yarn which acts like the roots of real grass 
and holds the infill layer at the base of the turf 
providing a superior player experience.

115m x 20m artificial grass training area for Fingallians GAA in Swords, Co. Dublin. The project included 
full groundworks and drainage, fencing and netting. The chosen surface was our high performance Superb 
artificial turf laid over 20mm shock pad.



After careful consideration, Munster Rugby decided 
in early 2018 to convert the natural grass pitch at 
Musgrave Park to an artificial grass surface. This was 
a huge decision for the province and choosing the 
right company to carry out the project was critical. 
After a competitive tender process where World Rugby 
Approved consultants were engaged to assess product 
quality, PST Sport came out on top. 

Our experience with PST has been superb – they are 
definitely the best contractor we have dealt with in 
Musgrave Park. Nothing has been an issue and they 
have hit every deadline and promise. 

PST Sport, along with their manufacturing partner, 
CCGrass designed a bespoke artificial grass product 
specifically for Munster Rugby. The feedback from 
both professional and amateur players alike 
has been fantastic. We would absolutely 
recommend PST Sport for any club or school 
considering installing an artificial  grass pitch.

PHILIP QUINN, 
HEAD OF FINANCE & OPERATIONS, 
MUNSTER RUGBY

PST Sport’s Superb 60 installed at Musgrave Park is the very latest in synthetic turf technology; it is the first 
of its kind World Rugby Approved pitch. The surface is extremely durable, resilient, soft to touch, controls 
infill splash and ultimately designed with maximum player safety in mind. While the pitch surface is unique, 
below the turf is equally important and PST Sport have pioneered a new dynamic pitch subbase and irrigation 
system ensuring maximum longevity and stability of the pitch. 
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MUNSTER RUGBY
MUSGRAVE PARK, CORK

10,500 sq/m World Rugby Approved

To meet the demands of rugby, a pitch needs to be strong, durable, resilient, safe and player friendly. PST 
Sport’s artificial grass rugby pitches guarantee a year-round facility that allows rugby clubs and schools to 
continually develop their teams across all levels and ultimately, on-the-field success. We provide a tailor-made 
solution from design and planning, pitch construction and testing, through to handover and maintenance to 
deliver a world-class rugby facility.

HIGH PERFORMANCE
ARTIFICIAL TURF PITCHES
FOR RUGBY

This is to certify that the product
Superb EX2 60-14 PU Refo 20mm

installed at

Stadium Pitch
Irish Independent Park

by

is World Rugby Regulation 22 compliant
until Saturday August 08, 2020

Copyright World Rugby Limited 2018. All rights reserved.

To meet the vision of Munster Rugby the pitch had to be the very best. With two years of design works 
coming to fruition in 2018, our Munster Rugby pitch is like no other in terms of its make-up. This 
new state-of-the-art pitch will allow Munster players of all ages to play on the same surface as 
their heroes, year-round, whatever the weather.

COLIN TEAHON, MANAGING DIRECTOR, PST SPORT
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MULLINGAR RFC, CO. WESTMEATH

8,625 sq/m World Rugby Approved Pitch  
& Training Pitch

PST Sport completed a World Rugby 
Approved artificial grass facility for 
Westmeath grassroots rugby club, 
Mullingar RFC. This extensive project 
included full-size and training pitches 
including groundworks, shock pad, 
60mm carpet and fencing. Such was the 
quality of the surface it has also met the 
requirements of other sports governing 
bodies. The artificial grass/shock pad 
combination used provides optimal energy 
restitution. Feedback on the surface was 
hugely positive from the men’s Irish Rugby 
team who camped there during the 2016 
Six Nations.

CLONGOWES COLLEGE, CO. KILDARE

9,000 sq/m World Rugby Approved

Not only were PST Sport price competitive, they also 
offered a value-added service incorporating upgrades 
to our existing floodlight system and a higher than 
standard specification carpet. We are delighted with 
the outcome. I would highly recommend PST Sport as 
a professional and knowledgeable partner with 
the capacity to deliver a project on time and to 
budget with very little fuss.

CHRIS LUMB, HEADMASTER, 
CLONGOWES WOOD COLLEGE

PST Sport was appointed principal contractor 
for the construction of a full-size artificial grass 
rugby pitch at Longford Rugby Club. We provided 
a complete turnkey solution including all civils, 
fencing, netting, floodlights and Superb hybrid 

artificial turf laid over shock pad, delivering the best 
possible playing surface. The new facility has been 
tested to World Rugby and FIFA Quality standards 
and has proven to be a massive hit for the club and 
the entire community

LONGFORD RFC, CO. LONGFORD

8,500 sq/m World Rugby/FIFA Quality Approved.

CLONMEL HIGH SCHOOL, CO. TIPPERARY

8,750 sq/m World Rugby Approved

Clonmel High School chose our Max 60 artificial turf on a performance pad to provide a top-level rugby system. 
Max 60 is extremely durable, incredibly resilient and designed to ensure maximum player safety and give a 
better rugby performance. The pitch can be played on constantly and drains much faster than natural turf.

After a competitive tender process among 8 companies 
a detailed post tender analysis was conducted. PST 
Sport emerged as the successful contractor and we are 
delighted that decision was reached. PST Sport delivered 
a first-class installation on time and within budget and 
demonstrated excellent technical ability. Feedback from 
players and coaches has been impressive. The Irish 
Rugby team trained on the pitch for the week prior to 
the Ireland v England Six Nations match in 2016. Several 
players commented that it was the best artificial grass 
surface they had played on and Joe Schmidt compared 
the pitch to the Twickenham surface. I would highly 
recommend Colin and his team to any organisation 
looking to install an artificial grass facility.

BRENDAN LEAHY, PROJECT MANAGER, 
MULLINGAR RFC



MIDLETON COLLEGE, CO. CORK

6,300 sq/m Sand-Dressed Hockey Field

FastPro 18 playing surface installed onto 
existing shock pad at Midleton College 
in Co. Cork. The new high performance 
sanddressed surface is ideal for fast paced 
hockey resulting in improved ball control 
and quicker passes.

REBUILDING A 20-YEAR-OLD
SUBSIDED HOCKEY PITCH IN
GRAVESHAM, KENT

PST Sport rebuilt a subsided 20-year old 
hockey pitch (5,800 sq/m) for Gravesham 
Sports Trust in Kent. The pitch had 
become almost too dangerous for use. 
Underneath the surface there were 
significant areas of subsidence and pitch 
deformation and they had struggled for 
some time to find a solution.

A complete PST Base site survey was 
carried out. We scanned the entire surface 
to determine how the pitch base was 
constructed and using the results we were 
able to formulate a cost-effective design 
to remedy the subbase and provide a 
long-lasting pitch base for our client.

From day one of the project I cannot fault PST Sport for 
their enthusiasm, technical knowledge and commitment. 
The innovative ground penetrating survey gave myself and 
my client surety over our budget and allowed us to pre-
plan remedial works thus reducing the programme. PST 
Sport’s attention to detail ensured a smooth and quality 
installation and has resulted in a top class playing surface 

that without exception has been positivity received by 
players. I would not hesitate in recommending PST 
Sport for future installations.

SUE JONES, PROJECT MANAGER, 
GRAVESHAM SPIRTS TRUST

SULLIVAN UPPER HIGH SCHOOL

6,300 sq/m Sand-Dressed Hockey Field

PST Sport installed a world-class hockey 
field at Belfast school, Sullivan Upper High 
School. The installation of a hockey field 
requires a highly skilled, experienced and 
dedicated team, qualities that PST Sport 
have proudly become renowned for.WORLD-CLASS

ARTIFICIAL TURF HOCKEY FIELDS
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Artificial grass pitches have become almost essential 
in the game of hockey. Most international fixtures 
and club matches are now played on synthetic 
surfaces. PST Sport’s artificial grass hockey fields are 
fast and consistent, designed specifically for skilful 
hockey, offering improved player safety and optimal 
playing characteristics.

In partnership with CCGrass, an FIH Preferred 
Hockey Producer, we launched the FastPro series 
with multiple systems tested and approved to FIH 
standards. Featuring hard wearing, curly PE fibres, 
FastPro 18 is dressed with selected small, rounded, 
clean sand, to provide a stable, attractive and long 
lasting hockey surface offering exceptional ball 
speed and uniformity as well as enhanced durability. 
The sand layer supports and strengthens the base of 
the fibres, but no sand is visible on the surface.

	 100% PE curly monofilament
	 Player friendly with unsurpassed comfort
	 Extreme UV stability and durability
	 Optimum ball/surface interaction
	 Dense stitch for compact appearance
	 Smooth surface for great playability
	 Aesthetic colour innovation

When installing an artificial grass hockey pitch, base 
preparation plays a pivotal role. The nature of the 
sport means that skilful game play is heavily reliant 
on surface conditions.

The surface has to be fast, flat and predictable to 
enable play at high speed and at a top level – a 
slow pitch can hamper game play considerably. 
With our vast experience in civil engineering and 
ground preparation works we can manage the 
entire project from consultation right through to 
professional maintenance.

To have the ability to “see” what is under an 
old pitch gives PST Sport certainty in design 
and allows us to work closely with our clients 
to deliver cost certainty where previously there 
was risk. PST Base gives both PST Sport 
and our clients confidence in project 
design and cost.

COLIN TEAHON, MD, PST SPORT
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ARTIFICIAL GRASS PITCHES
DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR
SCHOOLS
An artificial grass pitch is a great way to optimise 
any available space your school may have. PST 
Sport know and understand the positive impact an 
artificial grass pitch can have on any school in terms 
of lower maintenance and longer playing hours. We 
can install an artificial grass playing surface over 
any size area, depending on the outside space your 
school has available, transforming underutilised 
muddy pitches and neglected tarmac courts to 
something your school can be very proud of.

With countless success stories across Ireland 
and the UK, PST Sport is a trusted brand in the 
educational sector. We take a practical approach 
looking at important factors such as; what space 
is available, what sports are likely to be played, is 
planning permission required, is the facility to be 
rented after school hours, can the project be built in 
phases, and so on. Over 12 years of experience and 
knowledge allow us to tailor a package that will meet 
your school’s needs and budget.

POBALSCOIL NA TRIONÓIDE, YOUGHAL, CO. CORK

In 2022, PST Sport completed the construction of a state-of-the-art 5,000 sq/m floodlit artificial grass pitch 
for Pobalscoil Na Trionóide in Youghal. The new facility gives all-year-round access to training for over 800 
pupils. These kinds of sports facilities make a real difference to the amount of time students get to play and 
train outdoors. The project included full groundworks and drainage, perimeter kerbing, fencing, netting and 
the installation of lighting. The chosen surface was our Pride 50 artificial turf laid onto a preformed shock pad 
with sand and a performance layer of SBR. We also completed 2 no. smaller pitches at the school: 1) 1,020 
sq/m 3G surface; 2) 1,020 sq/m MUGA (multi-use-games-area).

CARRIG NS, NENAGH, CO. TIPPERARY

PST Sport completed the installation of a 1,150 sq/m 
artificial pitch at Carrig National School, just outside 
Nenagh in County Tipperary. Project works for the 
37m x 31m pitch included full groundworks and 
drainage, the installation of 60mm artificial grass 
carpet, sports fencing, 4.1m high ball stop netting 
and perimeter kerbing.

The installation of our astro turf pitch coincided with 
a major building project at the school. Therefore, 
co-operation between the builder and PST Sport was 
very important. The time frame was dictated very 
much by the progress of the building works and 
PST Sport were very flexible to fit in with that time 
frame, and even though the building works delayed 
them they still managed to get everything done for 
September 1st.

PST Sport invested a lot time liaising with myself 
and the builder to ensure that we had a perfect 

product. Cost was a huge consideration as this pitch 
was completely funded by fundraising activities by 
parents and donations from the community. Every 
cent counted and I am confident we got a top quality 
pitch at a keen price. For me as principal of the 
school it was easy to work with PST Sport as 
they are very competent and professional and 
I would highly recommend them.

MÁIRÉAD O’HALLORAN, PRINCIPAL 
CARRIG NATIONAL SCHOOL
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ST PATRICK’S BOYS NS,
RATHANGAN, 
CO. KILDARE

PST Sport delivered a 4,700 sq/m 
state-of-the-art artificial grass 
pitch to St Pats BNS in Rathangan. 
The project scope included full 
groundworks, installation of an 
enhanced drainage system and 
stone base, perimeter kerbing, 
fencing, netting, and the install of 
high performance 50mm Pride 
artificial grass carpet over shock pad. 
As well as lower maintenance costs 
and extended usage, our artificial 
grass pitches offer the opportunity 
to generate additional revenue by 
hiring out your school’s all-weather 
facility to the local  community 
outside of school hours.

PST Sport designed and built a 
2,280 sq/m 3G playing surface for 
Firies NS. The project included full 
groundworks, retaining wall, fencing, 
netting, LED floodlights, ball stop 
netting and shock pad.

FIRIES NS, FIRIES, CO. KERRY

BURNCOURT NS, CAHIR, CO. TIPPERARY

PST Sport were delighted to hand over a 1,375 sq/m artificial grass pitch to Burncourt NS. The project included 
full groundworks and drainage, perimeter kerbing, sports fencing, floodlights and the install of our Pride 50 
artificial grass over shock pad to deliver this world-class facility.

We are delighted with our new pitch. The standard of finish by PST Sport is 
outstanding. They were extremely professional and very easy to work with 
throughout the entire project and delivered exactly what they said they would. 
Many thanks for the top-class job. We are very proud of our new pitch and we 
would recommend PST Sport highly to any school considering building a new 
artificial grass pitch.

GEARÓID LEEN, PRINCIPAL, SCOIL BHRIDE TUAM

SCOIL BHRÍDE TUAM
CO. GALWAY

2,850 sq/m 3G Pitch

Scoil Bhríde’s new pitch will 
benefit the school greatly 
and opens up lots of 
opportunities for students 
to train outside in a clean 
and safe environment.

From the design process to the completion of the works we have found PST Sport to be fantastic to deal with. In 
under 8 weeks the whole job has been completed to a high standard, without any disruption to the day to day 
running of the school while they have been on site. The whole team has been great to deal with, once the school 
appointed PST the project has been managed by PST without any assistance from the school needed. Each 
week the project manager sent an update with photos to keep us informed about the progress made to date 
and the plan for the upcoming week. I would not hesitate in recommending PST to any other schools.

SARAH TIERNEY, PRINCIPAL, BURNCOURT NATIONAL SCHOOL

We are thrilled with our state-of-the-art pitch. Enormous 
thanks to the PST Sport Dream Team for their high level 
of professionalism, efficiency and wonderful support. 
Most of all, thank you for delivering the Rolls Royce 
model of all-weather pitches on time!

CLAIRE DOYLE, PRINCIPAL, FIRIES NATIONAL SCHOOL
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MOATE COMMUNITY COLLEGE, CO. WESTMEATH

PORTLAOISE PARISH SCHOOL, CO. LAOIS

HAMILTON HIGH SCHOOL, BANDON, CO. CORK

URBLESHANNY NS, SCOTSTOWN, CO. MONAGHAN

GAELSCOIL AN CHUILINN, TYRRELSTOWN

ST TIERNAN’S COMMUNITY SCHOOL, BALLINTEER
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EMERALDS GAA, CO. KILKENNY

1,760 sq/m Artificial Grass Pitch

KILMOYLEY GAA, CO. KERRY

1,000 sq/m Artificial Grass Pitch

INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL KILLORGLIN, CO. KERRY

3,500 sq/m Artificial Grass Pitch

ASKEATON GAA, CO. LIMERICK

1,800 sq/m Artificial Grass Pitch

ST KEVIN’S BOYS FC, DUBLIN

7,650 sq/m FIFA Quality Approved

BISHOPSTOWN LEISURE CENTRE, CORK

4 No. 5-a-side Artificial Grass Pitches

ARDFERT COMMUNITY PITCH, CO. KERRY

6,000 sq/m FIFA Quality Approved

ST ITA’S AFC DONABATE, DUBLIN

6,800 sq/m Artificial Grass Pitch

CRUMLIN UNITED FC, DUBLIN

6,350 sq/m Artificial Grass Pitch

HAMILTON HIGH SCHOOL, BANDON, CO. CORK

1,400 sq/m Artificial Grass Pitch

CABBAGE GARDEN PARK, DUBLIN

900 sq/m Artificial Grass Pitch

ALBION ROVERS, CO. LOUTH

2,400 sq/m Artificial Grass Pitch
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Your Pitch, Our Passion

Design & Build Contractor

Superior Pitch Bases

Complete Turnkey Solution

The Most Advanced Synthetic Turf Systems

Testing Throughout Construction

Highly Skilled & Dedicated Team

PST Sport is Committed to Achieving 
the Highest Levels of Customer 
Satisfaction

To learn more, scan here to visit
PSTsport.com



We would love to talk to you today, 
please get in touch below

T: ROI +353 66 717 1918 | UK +44 20 3740 8663

E: info@PSTsport.com

PSTsport.com


